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Which Hawks Team Will Show Up?
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Trying to predict which Hawks team will show up is impossible.

The one that began the season with six straight wins or the one that lost six straight to close out the 

season?

Are they the team they went 0-2 against the Mavericks or 2-0 against the Grizzlies?

21 times during the regular season the Hawks won by double-digits. Following those 21 double-digit 

victories, the Hawks lost their next game, 9 times.

In their opening round playoff series against Orlando, the Hawks were blown out in Game 5 by 25-points 

only to close out the series with a victory in Game 6.

On Friday night at Philips Arena, they lost by 17 points to the top seeded Chicago Bulls, only to win Sunday 

by 12.

“I think that we are a pretty resilient group,” said Hawks guard Jamal Crawford. “Earlier, I thought that 

was our down fall especially last year in my first year here, once we lost or had tough times we did not 

handle it the best way. I think now we are growing and whenever there has been a bump in the road so far 

we have answered the call. We have to continue to do that and stay focused.”

When the Hawks are focused, they are tough to beat, but harnessing that needed focus for 48 minutes has 

been their downfall.

“It’s all we talked about was energy and effort (following the Game 3 loss),” said Hawks guard Jeff Teague. 

“If we come out and play hard with energy and effort, the energy and effort can take over for those miss 

shots and miscues on defense.”

For the Hawks to advance to the Eastern Conference Finals, they will have to beat the Bulls twice in three 

games. Unlikely? Sure, the Bulls did not win a NBA best 62-games during the regular season without 

having a little talent. Can they? Of course, they have already lasted longer in the playoffs than Los 

Angeles, Orlando and San Antonio.

Just don’t ask me to predict which Hawks team will show up. 
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